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Stepping back from Data and AI for Good –
current trends and ways forward

Ville Aula1 and James Bowles2

Abstract
Various ‘Data for Good’ and ‘AI for Good’ initiatives have emerged in recent years to promote and organise efforts to use

new computational techniques to solve societal problems. The initiatives exercise ongoing influence on how the capabilities

of computational techniques are understood as vehicles of social and political change. This paper analyses the development

of the initiatives from a rhetorical slogan into a research program that understands itself as a ‘field’ of applications. It dis-
cusses recent academic literature on the topic to show a problematic entanglement between the promotion of initiatives

and prescriptions of what ‘good’ ought to be. In contrast, we call researchers to take a practical and analytical step back.

The paper provides a framework for future research by calling for descriptive research on the composition of the initiatives

and critical research that draws from broader social science debates on computational techniques. The empirical part of the

paper provides first steps towards this direction by positioning Data and AI for Good initiatives as part of a single continuum

and situating it within a historical trajectory that has its immediate precursor in ICT for Development initiatives.

Keywords
Data for good, AI for social good, data science for social good, ICT for development, critical data studies, technological

initiatives

Introduction
Past years have seen a significant increase in attempts to tackle
grand challenges with new computational tools. In this article,
we examine the consolidation of ‘Data for Good’ and ‘AI for
Good’ as initiatives for the promotion of computational tech-
nology as a solution to societal problems.

We suggest that Data and AI for Good1 are more than
just pithy slogans or coincidental connections. Instead, the
aspirations, publicity, networks and resources associated
with Data and AI for Good shape how researchers and prac-
titioners understand the potential computational technolo-
gies. Between 2014 and 2020, Data and AI for Good
were invented, popularised and established as a loose yet
coordinated scientific, corporate and practical program.

The paper draws together the history of, and emerging litera-
ture on, Data and AI for Good initiatives to offer a critical ana-
lysis of the phenomenon. The paper provides an overview of key
initiatives, highlighting their continuity and conceptual links
with the field of ICT for Development. We present a framework
for different analytical orientations towards the initiatives, con-
trasting between prescriptive and descriptive studies and
between a focus on initiatives themselves and underlying theor-
etical themes. The paper, therefore, does not aim to be empiric-
ally exhaustive but use original empirical analysis to consolidate

earlier findings and establish empirical and theoretical vistas that
are generative of further critical research.

Specifically, the paper expands on initial critical ana-
lyses by Madianou (2021), Magalhães and Couldry
(2021) and Holzmeyer (2021). It also connects to the crit-
ical appraisal of ethical thinking in technology start-ups
that follow the slogan ‘Tech for Good’ (Powell et al.,
2022). These works offered critical readings of individual
projects or programs but did not attempt to bring together
a broader picture of Data and AI for Good as a family of
initiatives, which is the goal of this paper. The timing of
our intervention is important. Although first instances of
promoting computational technologies ‘for Good’ were
arguably a rhetorical strategy, the initiatives have later suc-
cessfully established themselves as a specific ‘field’ whose
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importance is promoted in programmatic journal articles
(e.g. Tomašev et al., 2020) and whose technical achieve-
ments are surveyed in systematic reviews of the emerging
‘field’ (e.g. Shi et al., 2020). The analysis is therefore
timely both because of the newly developed maturity of
Data and AI for Good initiatives, and because enough litera-
ture has emerged to make sense of them.

We argue that researchers should take both a practical
and an analytical step back from the initiatives. A practical
step back means that computational researchers should be
cautious of uncritically promoting the initiatives. The ana-
lytical step back means that researchers inclined towards
social sciences and critical analysis should concentrate on
the bigger picture of related initiatives, examining the simi-
larities and differences of past and present movements and
broader theoretical themes that underlie them. Overall, we
argue against Data and AI for Good initiatives requiring
their own specialist literature, as we have seen with ICT
for Development, because this would only exacerbate dis-
continuity between related academic fields when the need
is to build a unified body of critical literature on computa-
tional technologies.

The paper is organised as follows. First, we offer an
outline of how different Data and AI for Good initiatives

have emerged and how they link together. In the second
and third sections, we identify links between the current
initiatives and ICT for Development. After setting these
empirical starting points, we discuss how academic litera-
ture has engaged with the initiatives, both bringing them
to existence through systematic promotion, and offering
critical assessments of their content. In the closing
section, we discuss ways forward in framing Data and AI
for Good initiatives as part of the wider efforts to under-
stand the relationship between computational technology,
politics and society.

Understanding the structure of Data and
AI for Good initiatives
In this section, we trace key steps in the emergence of Data
and AI for Good initiatives, showing how closely they are
linked to each other and try to construct a ‘field’ of social
good. This analysis goes beyond discussions on the
origins of the initiatives by linking them together and treat-
ing them as part of a single continuum. Such network build-
ing is well known in social studies of science (e.g. Latour,
1987), and here we identify the key actors, events and
stages of the process for Data and AI for Good initiatives.

Table 1. Summary of Data and AI for Good definitions, proponents, and key milestones.

Initiative or

brand Definition and proponents Key dates

Data for Good ‘Data science and use that involves an ethical approach and leads to

positive action, often in the service of humanity. Can be aligned

with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals’ (DataKind UK,

n.d.)

2011 launch of Data Without Borders (the

precursor to DataKind)

2014 First Bloomberg Data for Good

Exchange took place

2018 First UK Data4Good conference‘The Data for Good Exchange is part of a long Bloomberg tradition

of advocacy for using data science and human capital to solve

problems at the core of society’ (Bloomberg, n.d.)

‘We empower partners with privacy-preserving data that

strengthens communities and advances social issues’ (Facebook,
n.d.)

Data Science

for Good

‘Our mission is to foster the use of data science for positive social

impact. We train and support a new generation of data scientists,

provide direct support to non-profits, and develop tools that

ensure data science and artificial intelligence are used to positively

and equitably benefit people all over the world’ (Data Science for

Social Good, n.d.)

2013 First Data Science for Social Good

summer fellowship at University of Chicago

2014 Data Science for Social Good adopted as

the theme of ACM’s annual KDD conference

AI for Good ‘The goal of AI for Good is to identify practical applications of AI to

advance the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and

scale those solutions for global impact’ (International
Telecommunication Union, n.d.)

2016 AI for Good Foundation launched

2017 First AI for Good Global Summit by ITU

2018 Google launches AI for Social Good

program to consolidate ongoing work

2018 NeurIPS conference starts hosting AI

for Social Good workshops

‘Through research, engineering, and initiatives to build the AI

ecosystem, we’re working to use AI to address societal challenges’
(Google, n.d.)

‘The AI for Social Good workshop will focus on social problems for

which artificial intelligence has the potential to offer meaningful

solutions. The problems we chose to focus on are inspired by the

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)’ (NeurIPS

conference proceedings)
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Table 1 gives an overview of some of the key definitions,
proponents and dates of Data and AI for Good initiatives. It
serves to demonstrate the continuity and convergence of mis-
sions across three prominent usages of Data and AI for Good.
From a chronological perspective, Data for Good was the
first initiative to emerge, starting to take shape in 2011
with the launch of ‘Data Without Borders’, which was at
first a single hackathon-style event, but quickly gained trac-
tion, adopting the Data for Good slogan and organising its
work under the organisation ‘DataKind’. It is from this pro-
fessional and civic-hacking type volunteering that the idea
first emerges to explicitly frame the use of computational
techniques for social purposes as ‘for Good’. This communi-
cative strategy was quickly adopted by universities and
researchers, who started to frame similar work as ‘Data
Science for Social Good’, first in a fellowship program by
University of Chicago in 2013, and more prominently as
the designated theme of the ACM’s annual Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining in 2014. In several
histories of Data and AI for Good initiatives, the 2014 con-
ference marks the first time the moniker comes to wider
attention and is therefore often taken as the moment of
origin for the movement. ‘AI for Good’ is the last version
to emerge, with a foundation by the same name launched
in 2016 and the UN adopting in 2017 ‘AI for Good’ as
their preferred concept of referring to computational
methods serving Sustainable Development Goals.

From the initial starting points, the use of the Data and
AI for Good concept started to spread, solidifying itself in
public and academic use as a specific field of using compu-
tational methods (for discussion, see Berendt, 2019; Moore,
2019;). The publication of systematic literature reviews on
the field of AI for Good initiatives (Cowls et al., 2021; Shi
et al., 2020) is an important milestone in how the moniker
has moved from being a catchy slogan into a strategic
concept that denotes a field of applications. This move is
also evident in academic conferences like NeurIPS adopting
it as a label for a specific field of study. At the same time,
the UN definition of ‘AI for Good’ as a field delineated
by sustainable development goals (SDGs) has become
subject to programmatic promotion in academic journals
(Floridi et al., 2020; Tomašev et al., 2020).

To critically dissect the content of the initiatives, we will
break down each ‘for Good’ moniker by its predicate (what
kind of good is pursued) and subject (what is meant as the
intervention), analysing both against differences in who is
pursuing the initiatives. We start our discussion from
what ‘for Good’ stands for in the initiatives.

The fact that ‘for Good’ was left intentionally loose in
the early days of the initiatives and still lacks precise defini-
tions has been noted by professionals, scientific participants
and critical commentators. Lack of precision has been
explicitly tackled by several academic commentators who
propose that the idea of goodness in the initiatives might
be united only by a focus that is not exclusively profit-

driven (e.g. Berendt, 2019; Green, 2019; Moore, 2019)
The difficulty of defining what goodness stands for feeds
into a tendency to frame Data and AI for Good both as an
innovative novelty and an established agenda. By insisting
that Data and AI for Good is a field of applications, propo-
nents of the initiatives can claim that any project relating to
a particular version of social good as defined by the propo-
nents is part of the shared program. In research literature,
Shi et al. (2020) assign all AI applications in specific
domains as AI for Good. Such examples demonstrate the
constant changes to the boundaries of initiatives, particu-
larly as competing initiatives include and exclude implicit
aspects of social good according to their own needs. It is
thus primarily through the tools and their application that
we can understand what Data and AI for Good stands for.
This brings us to what kind of interventions the initiatives
call for.

The subject of each ‘X for Good’ phrase tells us what is
being used to deliver socially beneficial outcomes. In Data,
Data Science and AI for Good, we see an incremental devel-
opment of computational methods that use differentiated
titles to maintain an aura of novelty. As shown in
Table 1, organisations have proposed new variations
when the public attention has turned to new topics. In the
future researchers should thus be prepared to face new var-
iations in what technologies are expected to deliver social
change but should be careful of mistaking them as com-
pletely new developments.

First to emerge, Data for Good tapped into the hype
around Big Data as a general phenomenon, positioning
data as a source for innovative insights and interventions.
At the start, we see an appeal to community-driven
change in Porway’s 2011 blog post that eventually led to
launch of DataKind, explaining a desire ‘to round up data
folk who want to do something meaningful with some of
their spare time and match them up with non-profits /
small companies who need data services’ (Porway, 2011).
This ambiguity follows in the Bloomberg Data for Good
exchanges, which had an exploratory focus on collabora-
tions between corporate philanthropists and computational
researchers. The first iteration of Data for Good, therefore,
represented maximum ambiguity in both the form of good
and the tools of intervention, being little else than a rhet-
orical strategy that put positive spin on the technological
developments.

Data Science for Good is distinct from its predecessor
Data for Good because it targeted an academic audience
and promoted specific computational tools (Mann and
Sahuguet, 2018). It is used by experts in the application
of machine learning and computational data science
methods, as opposed to generalist users of data (Paolotti
and Tizzoni, 2018). Nevertheless, the boundary between
data science and data is sometimes blurry, as in Juech’s
(2021) definition of ‘Data for Good’ in the edited book
Data Science for Social Good: Philanthropy and Social
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Impact in a Complex World, which defines ‘Data for Good’
through the use of ‘big data’ by non-profit organisations.
The hallmarks of Data Science for Good can be seen in
the Data Science for Social Good university projects. In
the projects, students of computational disciplines work
on projects defined by the public sector needs and corporate
sponsors, such as homelessness, social and health care
delivery, urban planning and racial justice. In combination,
Data Science for Social Good emphasises the role of data
scientists as agents of change who wield specific computa-
tional tools to contribute to social good.

Finally, AI for Social Good seeks to deploy advances in
machine learning and AI research to prevent, mitigate or
resolve human and natural world issues, without introdu-
cing or exacerbating harm and inequality (Cowls et al.,
2021; Tomašev et al., 2020). What exactly is AI is is left
ambiguous, as often happens in popular discourse. In
their survey of technical research on AI for Good, Shi
et al. (2020) found that AI could refer to a variety of com-
putational techniques, but machine learning was the most
popular technique in every field of application, in addition
to healthcare being the most popular overall category and
most dominated by machine learning,

The above overview shows an expanding field of initiatives
and organisations that promote data, data science or AI as tools
of achieving socially beneficial outcomes. Analysing the
initiatives as part of a single continuum allows us to show
the wider trajectory that connects them together. In the next
section, we trace this history further back by showing how
Data and AI for Good initiatives continue a trajectory laid
out by the ICT for Development movement.

Continuity with ICT for development
To take an analytical step back from the promotional logic of
Data and AI for Good initiatives, the initiatives should be
understood as a new link in the chain of past and current
movements that seek to solve societal issues with technology.
We suggest it is imperative to take an empirical study of Data
and AI for Good initiatives as an opportunity to identify their
similarity and continuity with historical and contemporary par-
allels. To show the continuity between initiatives, we examine
the connections between ICT for Development (ICT4D) and
Data and AI for Good initiatives. The above-identified strat-
egies of network-building through corporate, non-profit and
academic collaborations were already pioneered in ICT4D
and have been given extensive treatment in the literature.
We do not argue that ICT4D is the only important parallel
and encourage future research to identify other overlaps but
suggest that ICT4D is a case where the overlaps are particu-
larly clear and provide important starting point.

ICT4D emerged in the 1980s and expanded in the subse-
quent decades into a widely acknowledged professional and
scholarly movement. This development ultimately led into
ICT4D being used as a title for conferences, UN programs,

corporate projects, philanthropic initiatives, research activ-
ities and academic journals (for the emergence of the aca-
demic field, see Walsham, 2017). The focus of ICT4D
also changed from an early emphasis on modernisation and
economic developments towards a more multifaceted
notion of development embodied in the UN Millennium
Development Goals. The initiatives showed how develop-
ment organisations like the UN and large non-profits were
keen to embrace Western private technology companies as
financial sponsors and technology providers, adopting the
positive narratives of technology driving social progress.
This strategy continues in the way Data and AI for Good pro-
jects are promoted by the UN, large technology corporations
and philanthropic donors as we have shown above.

ICT4D scholarship notes that the movement initially
grew from researching information systems in developing
countries, which had a focus on technological innovation
and implementation. Nevertheless, whether and how ICT
might be a vehicle for development has often remained
elusive (e.g. Zheng et al., 2018). Indeed, lack of agreement
on what is development (e.g. Avgerou, 2010; Crush, 1995;
Zheng et al., 2018) and difficulties in defining ICT (Sein
and Harindranath, 2004) have troubled the field almost
from the beginning. These debates are analogous to the
uncertainties regarding what is computational technology
and what constitutes goodness in Data and AI for Good.
Given these ambiguities, ICT4D has also struggled to estab-
lish a robust theory of how advancement of ICT will lead to
development, despite this being fundamental to the entire
enterprise (Best, 2010; Heeks, 2010; Walsham, 2017).
These ambiguities, however, did not prevent ICT4D from
becoming a major professional and scholarly phenomenon,
which testifies to the power of professional and academic
movements to further their goals despite criticism.

ICT4D and Data and AI for Good share common points
of critique. ICT4D has been criticised for technological
determinism and neoliberal expansion of markets, which
work against the goals of solving economic and social
inequalities or digital divides (e.g. Pieterse, 2010). Such criti-
cism has also been levied against Data and AI for Good
initiatives in the development context (Madianou, 2021;
Magalhães and Couldry, 2021). The theoretical challenges
relating to political economy and technological determinism,
therefore, apply to both movements. Academic scholarship
on ICT4D includes strong critical voices on these problems
(De’ et al., 2018; Schelenz and Pawelec, 2021), but profes-
sional practice has often remained resistant to these critiques.
Similar challenges also mark the discrepancy between con-
tinuing hype and investment into AI in social contexts
despite increasing criticism and lack of progress on the
ground. The emergence of Data and AI for Good extends
the experiences of ICT4D in how technical research to
solve non-technical problems can sustain its momentum
despite tenuousness in core theoretical assumptions and
vehement social scientific critique.
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Transitions from ICT4D to AI for good
The connection between the two movements sometimes
takes the form of direct transition from one to the other.
An empirical case for transition can be found in the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) work on
AI for Good, which was already mentioned above. The
United Nations, of which ITU is part of, was central to
the emergence of ICT4D in the 1990s, when it adopted pol-
icies that framed technology as a vehicle of development
and launched collaborations with leading private-sector
ICT corporations. ITU became a central partner in UN
work on ICT4D after coordinating the UN 2005 World
Summit on the Information Society and launching the
‘Partnership on Measuring ICT for Development’. In
2017 ITU was chosen to spearhead UN work on Artificial
Intelligence by convening a recurring global summit on
AI for Good. The initiative was co-sponsored by IBM,
the philanthropic technology organisation XPRIZE and
the US-based learned society Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM). The new ITU AI for Good program
defined ‘goodness’ through the UN sustainable develop-
ment goals (SDGs), which also serves as the operational
definition of ICT4D in UN work. ITU work on AI for
good is therefore a direct extension of earlier UN work on
ICT4D. The move to position SDGs as the thematic founda-
tion of AI for Good has also been adopted by academic pro-
moters (Cowls et al., 2021; Tomasev et al., 2020) and
private corporate actors (Chui et al. 2018).

To assess the continuity between ICT4D and AI for
Good in the work of the ITU we have conducted a thematic
content analysis of official blog postings on the ITU AI for

Good website. All blog posts between 1.1.2021 and
31.12.2022 (N = 88) were collected and subjected to a two-
stage inductive coding process. Following Silverman
(2020), blog posts were thematically coded by their
overall topic of interest, the technology discussed and its
application, the name and type of collaborators or partners
mentioned in the blog and the SDGs which the blog identi-
fied as contributing toward. The first round of coding iden-
tified 28 thematic topics. These 28 themes were then
grouped to present a more manageable set of themes and
were used to code the blogs again in the second round of
coding. Figure 1 shows the lead topics that were identified
in the blog posts and the frequency of their appearance.

The use of AI tools and approaches in mitigating climate
change and tackling environmental issues (N= 12), and in
solving a range of ‘grand challenges’ that cut across the
SDGs (N = 12), were the most prominent topics of blog
posts during the sample period. Other prominent themes
included AI education and governance in sustainability
and development contexts (N = 8), and the use of AI
tools and approaches in reducing health inequalities and
delivering healthcare interventions, typically in the Global
South (N = 10). Many of the themes shown in Figure 1 dir-
ectly mirror themes of concern to ICT4D scholars and ITU
ICT4D practitioners: the 2003 World Summit on the
Information Society, convened and led by the ITU, was a
pivotal point in the codification of ICT4D practice
(Heeks, 2014; Unwin and Unwin, 2009). Central to the
ITU’s vision at this point was to ensure that the ‘usage
and deployment of ICTs should seek to create benefits in
all aspects of our daily life’ (ITU, 2003), with explicit

Figure 1. Themes identified in ITU AI for good blog posts between 1 January 2021 and 31 December 2022 (N= 88).
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goals ranging from government services, employment and
health to business, disaster prevention and education. An
almost identical set of themes, although organised differ-
ently, is identified by Walsham (2017) as the key themes
in ICT4D research. It is therefore evident that it is the
same challenges which have been the focus of both
ICT4D scholars and practitioners, and proponents of AI
for Good initiatives.

In addition to the continuation of topical focus from the
UN’s ICT4D work to AI for Good initiatives, the blogs
identify a long-running reliance on partnerships with exter-
nal organisations that develop new computational technolo-
gies and an emphasis on the future potential rather than
current practice to solve grand challenges. Strategic public-
private sector partnerships were viewed as vital in ensuring
ICTs were put to effective use in development contexts,
and we see a high value placed on private sector organisa-
tions in the AI for Good space. In fact, SDG 9 (Industry,
innovation and infrastructure) was the most frequently
‘tagged’ SDG across the ITU AI for Good blogs and 55%
of all blogs featured private sector organisations as a collab-
orating partner (see Supplemental File 1). IBM featured as a
notable partner in 14 (out of 88) blogs, being the most
common private collaborator and a ‘leading sponsor’
(IBM, 2021) of the ITU’s AI for Good initiative. Many of
the blogs position IBM AI technologies and initiatives as
central to the achievement of the Sustainable Development
Goals. In many blog posts, it is the potential of AI technolo-
gies to solve grand challenges that is the primary focus of the
article, rather than successful cases of AI technologies deli-
vering their promises.

A second pertinent case of direct continuation between
ICT4D and AI for Good can be found in Microsoft
Corporation. If ITU AI for Good demonstrates how a
major development actor has moved from one initiative to
the other, the case of Microsoft offers a case of a private
corporation doing the same. Between 2006 and 2017
Microsoft was one of the top contributors of papers to the
annual academic ICT and Development conference
(Mukerji and Chauhan, 2020) and Microsoft’s involvement
with UN-sponsored ICT4D efforts is well documented (e.g.
Leye, 2007). In 2018, Microsoft launched the AI for Good
Lab, which publishes research and collaborates with exter-
nal partners to tackle issues such as inclusivity, sustainabil-
ity and human rights, especially in the Global South. The
approach chosen by Microsoft closely corresponds to
those of other major technology corporations engaging in
AI for Good (Magalhães and Couldry, 2021) and are
closely aligned with the strategies adopted in ICT4D.
Furthermore, critiques of tehnological reductivism, neo-
liberalism and market expansion have been levied against
Microsoft’s AI for Good projects (Magalhães and Couldry,
2021), just like they were made against Microsoft’s
involvement with the UN already two decades before
(Leye, 2007).

The above analysis demonstrates the continuity and
similarity between ICT4D and Data and AI for Good initia-
tives. Our main argument is that the way ICT4D expanded
and sustained itself as a movement presents a strategy that
AI for Good initiatives try to replicate. The success of
ICT4D allows it to exercise influence on the understanding
of technology in the entire development sector. Data and AI
for Good initiatives use the same strategies and governance
arrangements to promote computational technology. ITU
AI for Good initiative and Microsoft’s AI for Good Labs
present direct evidence of organisations transitioning from
one to the other.

Four approaches to Data and AI for Good
in literature
Because Data and AI for Good initiatives have grown
beyond a mere slogan, a budding literature has emerged
to address them as more than just a disparate collection of
technical applications. Here we discuss key arguments in
this literature. We do not discuss the content of technical
papers or project reports that align themselves with the
initiatives. Detailed examination of this ever-increasing
technical literature would be futile for our purposes
because the inclusion and exclusion of any single project
into the Data and AI for Good initiatives is an outcome of
the initiatives themselves. The review therefore adopts the
same strategy as some recent reviews of ICT4D literature,
which only consider papers that identify themselves as
part of ICT4D rather than any paper that considers ICT in
developing countries (e.g. Walsham, 2017). While retro-
active classificatory surveys like Shi et al. (2020) and
Cowls et al. (2021) have value in mapping what is being
done in the initiatives, they also promote Data and AI for
Good as a unique field of applications.

In Table 2, we distinguish four varieties of literature that
have so far emerged to address Data and AI for Good initia-
tives. These approaches show that researchers are taking a
variety of positions towards the initiatives and that a
research debate is clearly emerging on the topic. The litera-
ture was collected by searching key scientific publication

Table 2. Approaches to Data and AI for Good initiatives in

existing literature.

Grounded in the analysis

of Data and AI for Good

initiatives and their

practices

Grounded in wider

debate in social

science and

humanities

Prescriptive

literature

1. Promotional

literature

3. Debate on what

‘goodness’ ought to
be

Descriptive

literature

2. Analysis of Data and

AI for Good as

initiatives

4. Critical appraisals

of Data and AI for

Good projects
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databases with all variants and abbreviations of Data and AI
for Good initiatives and manually searching literature from
key journals. We organise them according to whether they
are prescriptive or descriptive in nature, and whether they
are grounded in the analysis of Data and AI for Good
itself or link them to wider theoretical debates in social
sciences and humanities. This classificatory strategy tries
to concentrate on the meta-level perspective of how the lit-
erature relates itself to the emerging Data and AI for Good
initiatives rather than surveying their substantive
contributions.

Promotional literature
The bulk of research literature has so far concentrated on
promoting the existence and importance of Data and AI
for Good as a field. After the initial 2014 ACM KDD con-
ference that popularised Data Science for Social Good,
researchers started to use the moniker as a keyword to pos-
ition technical papers as part of the emerging field. These
papers do not necessarily discuss Data and AI for Good
as initiatives but concentrate on discussing specific applica-
tions and projects. Proponents of Data and AI for Good use
the initiatives to organise otherwise disparate technical pro-
jects as a connected network. It thus follows that numerous
technical and ‘lessons learned’ papers attach themselves to
Data and AI for Good discussion so that they can benefit
from being part of it.

Far more interesting from our perspective, however, are
programmatic papers that are published in the years follow-
ing the initial 2014 conferences to outline and celebrate the
birth of a new research program. Earliest examples of aca-
demic promotion can be found in Catlett and Ghani (2015)
and Chandy et al. (2017), which were the first journal arti-
cles to explicitly concentrate on outlining and promoting
the existence of a new research program and therefore
expanding and stabilising the frame introduced in the
initial conferences. Some of the first pieces were directly
associated with the ACMKDD conference and its adjoining
Bloomberg Data for Good conference, or other early con-
ferences that adopted the Data for Good title (e.g. Mann
and Sahuguet, 2018; Paolotti and Tizzoni, 2018). Many
of these papers were written by the technical researchers
in private research laboratories that develop and promote
computational technologies. The papers take for granted
the celebratory framing of the early events and sought to
affirm their goals and vocabulary. The promotional paper
by Tomašev et al. (2020) in Nature Communications and
Floridi et al. (2020; see also Cowls et al., 2021) are good
examples of how an increasing number of researchers
beyond the initial conferences adopted and promoted the
initiatives. Here we also see that the promotional activities
were not an instant success, seen in the long timespan
between different papers that promote the same ideas.

Academic promotional literature often converges with
and is supported by professional literature published by
think tanks and consulting companies. For example, the
UK-based NESTA adopted DataKind’s understanding of
Data for Good in their eponymous report (NESTA, 2015)
and McKinsey adopted the vision of AI for Good that
was gaining traction in Silicon Valley (Chui et al., 2018).
Such dynamics emphasise the notable entanglement
between academia and practice, particularly within promo-
tional literature. For example, the call for greater cross-
sector collaboration in AI for Social Good projects by
Tomašev et al. (2020) is made by authors with affiliations
to both academic institutions and leading commercial pro-
ponents of artificial intelligence applications.

The promotional literature can be compared to the early
literature on ICT4D, because its goal is to stabilise the exist-
ence of Data and AI for Good as a field of study. Most of the
promotional literature only comes after private corporations
and non-profits have started to promote the initiatives, just
like much of the academic ICT4D literature followed rather
than preceded initial private and non-profit involvement.
The promotional literature, therefore, starts from the idea
that a field it promotes already exists, although it is the lit-
erature itself that is for its own part bringing the initiatives
into existence.

Debate on what ‘goodness’ ought to be
The success of the Data and AI for Good initiatives soon
prompted reflection on how to define the idea of social
good that the initiatives were pursuing. This literature par-
allels that in ICT4D on the difficulty of defining develop-
ment but departs from it with its abstract orientation.
From the start, this literature has been a prescriptive discus-
sion on what goodness ought to be. While many of the
authors lament the ambiguity of what goodness might
stand for, they are inclined to support Data and AI for
Good initiatives and focus on elaborating on the qualifica-
tions that would form a solid foundation for them. This
often places them surprisingly close to the promotional lit-
erature discussed above, but distances them from critical
social science literature.

In some of the first papers to offer a critical reading of
Data and AI for Good initiatives, Moore (2019) and
Berendt (2019) argued that Data and AI for Good initiatives
frame goodness as a domain of application. They propose
that the idea of goodness in the initiatives is not founded
on shared principles or political goals but defined by the
domains in which computational tools are applied (such
as healthcare, environment and development aid). The
authors argue that such a domain-based definition exposes
the initiatives to ambiguities and ethical challenges. The
importance of this inductive definition cannot be empha-
sised enough, because it reflects the loose way that ‘for
Good’ took form in the initial stages, as we discussed in
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the previous section. However, Moore’s and Berendt’s
papers used the commentary only as a stepping stone for
alternative definitions of goodness. They did not develop
the argument into a more detailed discussion on the initia-
tives themselves or their wider ramifications. Nevertheless,
their argument has wider analytical value and served as an
important starting point of this paper as well.

Some authors have proposed that goodness should be
constituted by following ethical standards in how projects
are developed and deployed. The arguments in this
approach originate from the wider discussion on informa-
tion ethics and ethical data science, making Data and AI
initiatives just a small area of the overall discussion. For
example, the special issue on AI for Social Good in
Philosophy and Technology edited by Cowls (2021) treats
the subject matter only as a loose umbrella for philosophical
debates. In more direct contributions to the pursuit of social
good, researchers have proposed pre-defined ethical princi-
ples (Floridi et al., 2020), and practical questions to guide
ethical reflection (Berendt, 2019, 2020).

Scholars have also tried to define goodness through the
goals projects try to attain. Green (2019, 2020) has argued
that goodness should be defined through an aspiration
towards social justice and fight against oppression as a polit-
ical mission. Moore (2019) offers another version of this pol-
itically motivated definition by proposing that the focus should
be on augmenting human capabilities. Cowls et al. (2021)
propose that AI for Good initiatives should follow the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals as a univer-
sally agreed upon guideline for what good might look like,
which affirms the definition proposed by the UN-affiliated
ITU in 2017. All these authors connect goodness to a wider
public debate that transcends academic definitions.

Analysis of Data and AI for Good as initiatives
Many papers that examine Data and AI for Good initiatives
include discussion on how these initiatives came to be, who
sponsors them and what applications they promote.
Nevertheless, most such descriptive arguments do not
explicate the social, organisational, communicative and
economic structures of initiatives. For example, Berendt’s
(2019) and Moore’s (2019) important arguments about
the domain-based definition of goodness contain discussion
on how the initiatives operate, but the main thrust is in the
prescription of what goodness ought to be. Furthermore,
many of the critical social science papers that we will
discuss in the next section include discussion of how Data
and AI for Good initiatives operate, but ultimately do this
to make a wider argument about contemporary datafication
(e.g. Magalhães and Couldry, 2021) or to deliver an overall
critique of using AI as a solution to non-technical problems
(Holzmeyer, 2021). Espinoza and Aronczyk (2021) offer
one of the few studies that fully concentrate on how Data
and AI for Good initiatives are organised. Their study

shows how projects on data and climate action have been
brought in as part of the wider Data and AI for Good discussion
and how they are shaped by a network of dependencies between
stakeholders who promote the use of computational tools.

All the above are valuable arguments in their own
strands of literature but are unsatisfactory when it comes
to understanding how the initiatives themselves are posi-
tioned in a longer chain of similar attempts. The empirical
contribution of our paper is to start filling this gap and
provide directions for future scholarship.

Critical appraisals of Data and AI for Good projects
An increasing number of empirical and theoretical literature
draws on wider social science literature to challenge the idea
that Data and AI for Good initiatives lead to better societal
outcomes. The literature we discuss here taps into the critical
current of research that emerged in the wake of the Big Data
debate in the early 2010s and stands in direct opposition to
the promotional literature. Furthermore, the literature also
differs from the debate on what goodness ought to be by
not proposing alternative definitions of social good.

Scholars have pointed out that the goodness pursued in
the Data and AI for Good initiatives is often narrowly
defined through the attributes of novel computational tech-
niques and that they ultimately serve the interests of their
corporate developers (Magalhães and Couldry, 2021).
When examined from a broader perspective, these authors
suggest, Data and AI for Good initiatives might not only
fall short from solving the social problems but perpetuate
them and create new ones. The argument has been delivered
in a broad critique as done by Holzmeyer (2021) and Green
(2020), who connect the issue to the burgeoning literature
on critical data and algorithm studies. On the other hand,
Madianou (2021) and Magalhães and Couldry (2021)
argue that Data and AI for Good initiatives make develop-
ment aid into a privatised and corporate effort with signifi-
cant colonial overtones that have a net-harmful effect.
These studies are just those that explicitly address Data
and AI for Good initiatives, but a similar dynamic has
been detected in critical studies of ICT4D (De’ et al.,
2018; Schelenz and Pawelec, 2021). Because of this
broad foundation, the above studies are just the tip of an
iceberg in a wider critical literature on contemporary com-
putational technologies. Indeed, critical research on ICT4D
provides an important starting point for research on Data
and AI for Good initiatives, especially when connected to
the broader critical scholarship on computational technolo-
gies in fields such as sociology, science and technology
studies and media and communications.

Ways forward for research
As discussed above, literature is already rife with prescrip-
tive studies that either promote the broad concept of Data
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and AI for Good or debate the correct formulation of their
normative foundations. On the other hand, few descriptive
studies have tried to understand Data and AI for Good as
initiatives that exercise and ongoing influence on how com-
putational techniques are understood and deployed in social
contexts. Even if the influence of the initiatives is restricted
to the academic community, they have an impact on how
researchers understand the relationship between computa-
tional techniques and society, and the position of individual
researchers in relation to politics. In this section, we under-
score theoretical themes that are relevant for future studies.

We argue that the way forward lies in analytical descrip-
tion and critical inquiry rather than prescriptive study. In
other words, we call for researchers to step back and
conduct theoretically rigorous analysis of the practices, par-
allels and consequences of the initiatives. Future research
should explore whether new private and non-profit-driven
initiatives like Data and AI for Good are similar or different
from the various network-building strategies known in soci-
ology of science (e.g. Latour, 1987). This also requires
comparative research with other contemporary technopoliti-
cal movements, especially those with more movements-
driven or emancipatory focus such as Data for Black
Lives. The potential of this approach lies in analysing aca-
demic literature and projects as part of the initiatives them-
selves rather than as substantive conversations of their own,
therefore requiring a meta-level understanding of the rela-
tionship between scholarship and the initiatives. In this
paper, we have taken the first steps in this direction.
Special focus should be given to the economic and discur-
sive power of the initiatives. Given that scores of critical
research into ICT4D have often been unable to change
the course of techno-solutionist projects, researchers
should explore how the initiatives contribute to the contin-
ued positive appeal of computational technologies despite
the ever-growing evidence of repeated failures. On the
other hand, there is a need to analyse how corporate and
philanthropic sponsorship displaces strategies drawing
from social science research and critical approaches.
Lastly, in the case of Data and AI for Good initiatives
failing to gain further traction or being superseded by
other similar initiatives, researchers should seek to
explain why some initiatives succeed and others fail.
Apart from being a phenomenon by itself to be analysed,
Data and AI for Good projects call for inquiry that dissects
how their processes and practices interact with broader the-
oretical themes. Much of this research is conducted under
the loose header of Critical Data Studies (Dalton et al.,
2016; Kitchin and Lauriault, 2014) and its parallels in
social research into algorithms, AI and digital platforms.
In some cases, the existing critical ICT4D literature can
be directly extended to cover Data and AI for Good initia-
tives, as is done by Madianou (2021). The strength of these
existing discussions is the primary reason why we are not
calling for a launch of a new research program with its

own keywords and instead call for linking the topic with
existing literature. We believe that the next step in research
should be in consolidating the burgeoning literature in rela-
tion to the Data and AI for Good initiatives and their
parallels.

Many opportunities can be found in employing a struc-
tural perspective on the interaction between individual
cases and broader sociotechnical, economic and cultural
structures. The role of large technology companies and
development aid industry are just starting points in the
more nuanced understanding of the cultural values and dis-
courses that permeate Data and AI for Good initiatives.
Steps towards this direction have already been taken by
some of the scholars that offered the first critical appraisals
of the initiatives, such as Magalhães and Couldry (2021)
and Madianou (2021) who explicitly link Data and AI for
Good projects to power asymmetries and shared techno-
logical imaginaries. Because this strategy treats its empir-
ical objects as potential manifestations of wider structural
themes such as capitalism, neoliberalism, colonialism or
technological domination, they form only a fraction of the
possible wider research discussion on these topics. The crit-
ical literature on and within ICT4D provides important par-
allels for such research regardless of whether the empirical
site of analysis is in the Global North or the Global South,
although the theoretical themes will manifest in separate
ways. The political economy perspective and critical discur-
sive perspective therefore offer strong theoretical founda-
tions for future studies of Data and AI for Good and the
broader work in Critical Data Studies (Dalton et al.,
2016) Data Justice (Taylor, 2017) offers a range of critical
research strategies that go beyond structuralist arguments.

New empirical studies on Data and AI for Good can also
potentially modify these existing theories or help identify
new dynamics of computational technology and politics.
Both the promotional literature and the prescriptive ana-
lyses of normativity and ethics are trying to create new for-
mations at the intersection of technology and society.
Scholars like Green (2020) and Cowls (2021) are keenly
aware of political dilemmas and try to find ways forward
from the current challenges, and their work is paralleled
by the wider literature on AI ethics. We argue that it
would be a mistake to dismiss the ability of such works
to create new practices and dynamics. It thus remains an
open question whether Data and AI for Good initiatives rep-
licate existing structural dynamics, adjust them, transcend
them or create completely new structures that would
require altogether novel conceptualizations.

Another broader theme needing more attention is the
emergence of data science as a profession, and how Data
and AI for Good initiatives display a specific idea of not
only technology and politics, but also computational
researchers and politics. Throughout Data and AI for
Good initiatives, practitioners with computational back-
grounds are identifying themselves as data scientists, a
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professional identity that was undefined until recently.
Scholars have suggested that data science as a profession
under construction is itself a formation that needs further
empirical attention (Ribes, 2019). Studies of the data
science profession are particularly important given that
many Data and AI for Good initiatives define goodness as
a field of applications as discussed by Berendt and Moore
but place their tools outside this domain. This strategy of
domain independence has become a key strategy in data
science more broadly (Ribes et al., 2019). Data science pro-
fessionals claim that computational techniques are relevant
in any context, and Data and AI for Good initiatives
promote the view that some of these contexts are inherently
good, dignifying those who work in them. From this per-
spective, Data and AI for Good projects become examples
of how a new profession explores, expands and legitimates
its potential and limits.

A corollary of the new subject position of data scientists
as agents of social change is that data scientists themselves
cannot avoid questions of values and politics, which is dis-
played in the debates over data science and AI ethics.
Increasing ethical scrutiny means that data scientists are
increasingly framed as ethicists. Data and AI for Good
initiatives, therefore, provide a critical area of research for
how ethics and politics are negotiated in data science prac-
tice that specifically seeks to promote social good. Indeed,
Tanweer (2018) has shown how data scientists shape their
ethical positions when confronting political questions in
their work, and Neff et al. (2017) show how tensions are
negotiated in practical projects. With an increasing focus
on ethics, it should then not come as a surprise that Data
and AI for Good initiatives are often framed as outlets to
confront ethical challenges; they can act as an outward
expression of the willingness to face criticism and to show
that data science can be ethical and work for good causes
despite its shortcomings. Nevertheless, as Powell et al.
(2022) have shown for entrepreneurial Tech for Good net-
works, explicit pursuit of ethical practice and normative
ideals can include paradoxes and practices that directly
contradict the stated goals. The growing understanding of
the data science profession may thus force us to consider
the normatively prescriptive studies of what goodness
ought to be not as external commentary but as debate that
is internal to the data science profession itself. This would
make the data science discussion on ethics and normativity
itself into an object of empirical inquiry regardless of
whether it happens by practitioners or academics, as the
two are increasingly intertwined. The pragmatic turn in ana-
lysing normative ideals and justifications (e.g. Boltanski and
Thevenot 2006) provides one avenue of research into explor-
ing such developments empirically.

It is in no way certain that the arguments in the above
approaches are compatible and herein lies opportunities for rigor-
ous empirical and theoretical debate. Study of Data and AI for
Good can be furtheredwith the help of wider research discussion

on computation and society, and examination of the initiatives
can likewise further our understanding of the broader themes.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have taken a step back from Data and AI for
Good initiatives to propose how to make sense of them as initia-
tives that unfold both inside and outside academia. The initia-
tives are not just rhetorical flourish but have ongoing influence
on how computational technologies are thought to interact
with phenomena of political importance. We examined promin-
ent examples, highlighted their connections with ICT4D, sur-
veyed recent literature and finally offered ways forward.

The key contribution of the paper is in positioning Data
and AI for Good initiatives as connected to each other and
to other technopolitical initiatives, which calls us to
research them as initiatives that shape the future of how
technology and politics intersect, and as manifestations of
broader theoretical themes. It is no longer productive to cri-
tique individual notions of what good stands for. Neither is
it beneficial to repeat the mantra that we need more research
on how individual solutions behave in complex real-world
contexts. In our view, there is already ample literature on
both, and the way forward is in consolidating and theorising
our understanding. Furthermore, we reject the idea that
research on Data and AI for Good as a phenomenon
ought to develop its own specialist literature, such as the lit-
erature concerning ICT4D. Instead, we need to learn from
the critical aspects of ICT4D literature and integrate them
into broader empirical and theoretical themes. Creating
either a promotional or a critical research program that
only concentrates on the newest developments would
only reify the normative and technological claims of the
initiatives. What is required is the decentring of the initia-
tives and it is for this reason that researchers must take
both a practical and analytical step back.
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Note

1. In this paper we do not abbreviate Data and AI for Good to main-
tain a critical distance from the initiatives and avoid using catchy,
promotional abbreviations that have become important to the
initiatives themselves, such as AI4SG or D4G. For brevity,
however, we only use the ending ‘for good’ rather than ‘for
social good’ that is used in some initiatives.
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